The elephant in the room
Kill Huntly and we are in big trouble in 4 years

Powering our future
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Where our power comes from

978 MW of
geothermal
generates a lot
more than 690
MW of wind!

What our load looks like

Dry years
Power planning under the NZED
must survive a dry year without a shortage
In a 1:20 dry year hydro generation drops by 3600 GWh
Meremere coal-fired station and the Huntly coal-fired station were built to
provide extra generation in a dry year.
With wind and solar added to the system, the dry year problem is even worse
Transpower has pointed out that we are at risk of shortages in dry years in a
few years
No current alternative to a coal stockpile!

Fuel resources

Wind and solar make a trivial contribution

Coal
Waikato

714 MT

West Coast

343 MT

Otago
Southland

Primary energy percentages:

1154 MT

Oil - 33%
Gas - 28%

6,256 MT

Hydro
Clyde
Lower Waitaki
West Coast
SI Offshore gas

2009 data
Worldwide

Coal - 24%
Nuclear - 4.5%
Hydro - 7%

~1000 MW
550 MW

Wind, Solar etc - 3%

>1000 MW
More than Maui?

Wind and solar
The industries exist only because of large direct and
indirect subsidies overseas
Subsidies exist because governments believe that they
are a cheap and effective way of reducing man-made
CO2
they aren’t
When the subsidies are abandoned, development stops
Can be useful when conventional options are expensive
e.g. supplying small loads in isolated situations
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NZ wind Capacity Factor April 2017 - April 2018 (Av = 30%) cf long term
average
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Large scale wind, wave and marine power cannot exist without
long term, low cost, eﬃcient, energy storage
energy generated when the wind is blowing and the sun is
shining must be stored so that it can be used when it is needed
No economic technology exists
and it is not even on the horizon
all we have is short term pumped storage and very expensive
batteries
We avoid shortages with inefficient open cycle GTs and diesels
Producing lots of CO2

Less wind in a dry year?
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Storage the “Achilles Heel” of RE

STORAGE
Hydro 1 MWh
~2 c/kWh

Coal 6 MWh
5c/kWh

Nuclear fuel
2 MWh

0.5 c/kWh
Storage sizes and cost of storing 1 kWh
6 drums Oil
Batteries 1MWh
1000
elect
~50 c/kWh
water
1 MWh

heaters
1MWh

0c/kWh

30c/kWh

~$2million

Wind power: Technology and costs
Technology is stable
no significant technological improvements in the last 20 years
as time goes on, unit size increases with a small decrease in costs/kW
O&M costs are high due to problems with blades, bearings, gearboxes
and generators
Costs are dropping only slowly
currently ~$NZ 2100/kW - equivalent to Geothermal at $6500/kW
~ 15c/kWh onshore, 20 c offshore
When subsidies are abandoned, development stops

Solar power

Wind and solar

•Cost is ~$2000/kW - at 10-20% capacity factor
~ $3000/kW for rooftop installations
•Maximum power in the middle of summer
none during most NZ system peaks
•40-60% drop in output when a cloud crosses the sun
•Solar companies are going broke
Suntech - bankrupt owing $1.6 billion
SunEdison, the “world’s largest green energy company,”
broke - owes $11 billion
Chinese in trouble because subsidies have gone

Expensive and intermittent

Nuclear power

Scenarios for the future

•

Costs not decreasing

•

•

•

•

Share prices have collapsed
Not a good investment
Workers needed to produce the same amount of electricity:
coal - 1; natural gas - 2; wind - 12; solar -79

•

The safest and most environmentally friendly form of power
generation

Nuclear power could supply
the energy the world
proven:~80 yearsall
supply
expected:~250 needs
years supply for more than 500
1000+ years with breeder reactors!
years

Uranium resources

Energy from thorium
3 times as abundant as uranium ~750 years supply

Rational scenario
Retain coal and expand gas
Continue to build hydro and geothermal
Stop building uneconomic wind and solar power
Keep nuclear power under review
Set up a market for dry year reserve energy
Set up a market for those who:
provide reliable power over peak demand periods
manage demand over peak demand periods
Outcome: a reliable supply at lowest cost

Scenarios for the future..

Government scenario…
Outcome:

Government scenario

Frequent blackouts and under frequency load shedding - especially
in dry years

Massive conversion to electricity for heat and transport

Very high prices

Continue with geothermal development

Loss of energy intensive industries such as wood processing

Encourage/subsidise the construction of wind and solar power

Extreme difficulty in matching the fluctuations of wind and solar
power

Avoid hydropower

No gas for open cycle gas turbines

Shut down Huntly/abandon coal

Massive economic damage

Run down gas supplies

No effect on the climate

Ignore nuclear

Increase in worldwide emissions

Why wind and solar power?
If the objective is
Reducing CO2
nuclear and converting from coal to gas is far better
and cheaper
Low cost power
CCGT and coal wins every time
But if the objective is transferring wealth from the poor
to the rich
Subsidised wind and solar will do it!

Assumptions
Wind and solar are now competitive
Transport future is electric
Electric car batteries can help meet peak demands
A renewable future is the most affordable
Nuclear power is not an option for NZ
NZ acting alone can affect the world’s climate
The rest of the world will abide by Paris agreement

Te Mauri Hiko
Transpower’s dream of the future
Follows the Green Party’s line on eliminating fossil fuels
Fails to consider:
the economic and technical problems with wind, solar and batteries
doesn’t mention that the policy will massively increase power prices
that, overseas, electric car sales crash when subsidies are withdrawn
ditto wind, solar and batteries
a base case of continuing with the present mix of generation
Admits that, by 2050 we will need three times as much dry year reserve
it does not know where it can come from…

Paris agreement compliance

Reverse engineering indicates
30,000 MW of installed capacity +5000 MW of batteries will be needed to
supply 14,000 MW of peak demand and 80 GWh of energy - at what cost??
Still cannot provide the extra 10-12 GWh needed in a dry year
During peak demands the 30,000 MW would provide as little as 9000 MW
12,000 MW of rooftop solar – contributes nothing to peak demand
It will generate 12000 MW in the middle of the day in summer when the
system load is maybe 8000 MW
The cost will be astronomical and seriously damage New Zealand’s
economy

There will be no eﬀect on the world’s climate.

Questions…

Man-made global warming is not
supported by the evidence
The Royal Society of New Zealand has failed to produce evidence
supporting this hypothesis
yet it continues to promote “climate change”
To my knowledge, the evidence does not exist
It could be the biggest hoax in the history of the world
There is nothing abnormal or unusual about the temperature record since
1900.
There is convincing evidence that global cooling could soon start.

